Preliminary.
(1) Let Vn be a w-dimensional Riemann space (» = 2), referred to the real coordinate system ij',1 g\ß=g»\ its metric tensor, Tx^r^x the corresponding Christoffel symbols and V,. the covariant derivative operator in Fn with respect to TxM. The curvature tensor of T{u will be denoted by (3) A family (Vm) of a set of Vm's is defined as a set of Fm's such that through any generic point of the Vn there is only one element Vm of (Vm). Each element Vm of the family (Vm) is referred to the parameter system t)a and we keep the parameter transformation ■na'<r+r>a independent of the coordinate system Hence 6V' <V
On the other hand, an object S2 defined over (Vm) is defined also over Vn and consequently may be thought of as expressed either by means of the if or by means of the This is in particular true for T"a, gab, T^,. Whenever we apply on such an object the operator d" it is understood that we consider it expressed by means of the [October tensors (resp. vectors) not only with respect to the coordinate transformation but also with respect to the parameter transformation. Let P be a generic point of Vn and let Vm be the element of (Vm) containing P. If a tensor field T defined over Vn has the property that T(P) is in the tangential space (or in some of the normal spaces) of the Vm already mentioned, then we say that the field T is tangent (normal) to (Vm).
2. Fundamental definitions. Let F'= F"(£) be the components of a contravariant vector field given over F" and let (2,1) *£» = £' + eV" (t -*0 is a constant)
be the infinitesimal transformation of a Lie group with the generator Fx6\. If a generic point P(£) describes a subspace Vm of the family (Vm) then the point *P=P(*£) describes a subspace *Vm. We shall assume throughout this paper that the set of all * Vm constructed in this way is a family, which we denote by (* Vm). In the following definition X = X{P) denotes a tensor field (a set of tensor fields) defined either over (Fm) or over F" and F[X] = F(^) is a function of X.
Definition (2,1). X' is the value of X in *P, X'=X(*P), °X is the tensor at *P which one gets by parallel displacement in F" of X(P) from P to *P. If X is defined over (Fm), then *X is the tensor field (a set of tensor fields) defined over (* Vm) in the same way as X is defined over (Fm). If X is defined over F", then *X=X'. Furthermore in the second case. We use these symbols in the following definition of the symbols r, 0), and A: Definition (2,2). The operators t, u>, A are defined by the following equations In this paper we shall investigate the application of these operators License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use on the objects of (Vm).
3. The fields T'a and g*.
Theorem (3, 1) . We have Proof. Put X=g^. Then
On the other hand, if we denote by X the set of tensor fields gx«.
T"a we have for F[X] =g\ßTaTb =g"6 by virtue of (3, 6) 6 Throughout this paper the dots denote the coefficient of a 1 Substantially equivalent formulas to (3"l)a and (3,4)a may be found also in the papers in the bibliography, which deal with the theory of deformation of subspaces from a different point of view. = + e[rMF"(rLg,, + iw*,) -2gx,7^rr>F'rL]
These equations lead to (3, 4) ab and from these we have (3,4)c. Definition (3,1). The transformation (2,1) is called a rigid translation if Tgab = 0.
Theorem (3,3a) . Let V" be a tangential vector field to (Fm). A necessary and sufficient condition that (2,1) be a rigid translation is the (Killing) equation (3.8) DiaVb) = 0.
Proof. In our case we have8 F0=FxFx, V\=VcTi and consequently (by virtue of Tcab= 7tV»Zi)
The proof follows from (3,9), (3, 5) , and (3,4)a.
Theorem (3,3b) . Let V' be a normal vector field to (Vm). A necessary and sufficient condition that (2,1) be a rigid translation is: V" is in the xth normal space of Vm, x = 2, 3, • • • . subspaces in a riem ann space 605
Proof. In our case we have V\T^ = 0 and consequently (3, 10) rlriW, = -rfovx2i = -(D.T\)Vß = -KabV,.
The tensor K"b lies with ju in the first normal space of (Vm). By virtue of this fact, we get the theorem (3,3b) from (3,4)a and (3,5).
Remark. The theorem (3,3b ) is the generalization of the well known fact that the "deformation" of the arc of a curve in a threedimensional Euclidean space along its binormal is equal to zero.
4. The field Tab.
Theorem (4,1). We have
Proof. First of all we have by virtue of (3,7)d and (4,3)
*F = *fah = \/2*gC\da*gbd + db*gad ~ dd*gab)
On the other hand, we see from (3,7)c that .
Comparing (4,9), (4, 10) , and (4,11), we obtain
-(ddV" -v\Td)dpgab + ■■■} and this equation gives us at once (4,8).
5. The field K^.* The first theorem concerns the translation of the
• Throughout § §S and 6 we shall sometimes make use of a special coordinate (parameter) system and shall symbolize the statement:
"in the special coordinate (parameter) system r%, = 0 (^ = 0) at P" by using the symbol =, ^=0 (lt6=0). An equation with -has to be understood as valid in a special coordinate (parameter) system at P where both last equations hold. On the other hand, the sign = does not impose any restriction whatsoever on the choice of the coordinate (parameter) system. Hence the integrability conditions of (7,1) are identically satisfied and consequently (7,1) is completely integrable and its general solution involves n arbitrary constants. Theorem (7, 2) . Let V[, • • • , VI be n linear independent solutions of (7,1). Then10 is a vector solution of (7,1).
Proof. w" is obviously a vector. Hence to prove our theorem we have to show that it satisfies the equation (7.6) daw' = w\fa.
From (7,1) we have for
On the other hand (dadu -duda) Ve = -(duTa)d\Vt and consequently (7, 7) reduces to The equations (8, 2) , (8, 4) together with (6,2) and (6,l)a lead to (8, 1) for r = 2, 3, ■ • • .
In the next theorem we shall consider a family (Vm) of totally geodesic subspaces, that is, a family for which (8.5) 11 K'ah = 0 and we prove first the following lemma.
Lemma (8, 1) . If (8, 5) holds, then Wabd (cf. the equation (4,2)) satisfies 11 This equation imposes some conditions on the structure of the large space V"
(cf. the equation (8, 12) ). where P^ is the curvature tensor of Vm, (8,9)a reduces to (8, 6 ).
Definition (8, 2) . If A =0 is an analytic expression for a property of (Vm), then we say that (2,1) preserves this property if AA =0.
Theorem (8, 2) . Let (Fm) be a family of totally geodesic subspaces. A necessary and sufficient condition that this property be preserved by (2,1) is: The vector V' is a solution of any one of the following equations A sufficient but not necessary condition is:
The vector V' is a solution of (8, 2 Proof.
According to our assumption the transformation (2,1) carries a family (Vm) in a family (V"). Hence in order to prove our theorem we have only to look for conditions that the equation = 0 be satisfied. The necessity and sufficiency of (8,10)a follows at once from (5, 8) . If (8, 5 ) is satisfied, then we have pp. 292-320). For more general metric spaces cf. also Hlavaty, V., Les courbes de la varUU generale a n dimensions (Memorial des Sciences Mathfimatiques, no. 42).
